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13 kitchens where more than meals come together 

story by lacey howard
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Improbable Modern

IN AN ESTABLISHED FORT COLLINS NEIGHBORHOOD, 
tucked inside the facade of a typical suburban 1980s' 

brick exterior, a modern, minimalist, open-concept 

interior is a bit of a shock. “You walk through the front 

door, and your mouth literally just drops,” says kitchen 

designer Mikal Otten, co-owner of Exquisite Kitchen 

Design. Interior designer Dawn Oglesby adds, “The 

design direction was to tear down the existing walls and 

create this unexpected open space—1,300 square feet, 

encompassing the kitchen and bar, formal and informal 

dining areas, and the living room.” 

The kitchen’s design began with the exotic royal-

ebony veneer that wraps the room’s centerpiece—a 

tall bank of cabinets. “The client found this veneer in our 

showroom and fell in love. Everything stemmed from 

that,” Otten says. “It was the very last of the veneer. 

We stretched in every way to make it work.” And work 

it does. The dramatic wood covers storage and the 

refrigerator, while stainless-steel lift-up panels hide a TV, 

a dry bar and dish storage. The white-oak island with 

Carrara marble countertop is set up like a European 

kitchen, with the food-prep and cooktop area together, 

Otten says. A teak bar at the island’s edge offers kitchen 

seating, and its lighter hue ties to the beloved veneer. 

Above, a minimalist, stainless-steel hood relates to the 

teak bar, Otten says. “Its asymmetry ties to the stainless 

doors on the back wall, too. That little bit of asymmetry 

adds so much to the overall design,” he adds.

A few steps away, nestled between the kitchen and 

dining area, a second island and custom steel shelving 

unit mirror the modern aesthetic of the kitchen, with 

the same materials and similarly dramatic lighting. “The 

materials boast feelings of authenticity and luxury—from 

multiple exotic-wood species to hand-selected marble 

slabs. The lighting selections balance each other—

architectural LED strips and cans with dramatic, artistic 

fixtures,” Oglesby says. The most dramatic fixture may be 

the great room itself. Oglesby agrees. “We love that it’s 

a complete surprise from what the exterior would have 

you believe.” »

KITCHEN DESIGNERS:  Mikal Otten and Marcus Otten, Exquisite Kitchen Design, myekdesign.com

ARCHITECTURAL INTERIOR DESIGNERS:  Dawn Oglesby and Brittany Schwartz, Oglesby Design, oglesby-design.com

BUILDER:  Dohn Construction, dohnconstruction.com

“The one thing most often left out of consideration is natural light. 
CONSIDER WHERE LIGHT IS COMING IN, and allow it to flow through.” 
— kitchen designer mikal otten 
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